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Abstract-h a series of papers starting with a 1959 paper in J. Math. & Mechanics [l], W. T. Reid 
presented Sturmian theory and asymptotic behavior for generalized differential systems. These sys- 
tems were equivalent to “a type of linear vector Riemann-Stieltjes integral equation.” Reid’s primary 
result was his “Roundabout Theorem” for this generalized setting. As he pointed out, if the measure 
is piecewise constant, then results for difference equations ensue. The objectives of this study are 
(i) to interpret Reid’s results for both Jacobi and Riccati difference equations and 
(ii) to compare those results with subsequent studies of difference equations based on discrete 
variational theory. 
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1. THE SCALAR CASE 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the discretization of the generalized “Reid Roundabout 
Theorem” [I]. In particular, we show that Reid’s generalized Riccati equation yields a discrete 
matrix Riccati equation which agrees with the form studied by Ahlbrandt and Hooker [2]. Those 
discrete matrix Riccati equations are motivated by a nonlinear recurrence relation arising in 
discrete control theory [3]. 
Let us first give the form of the operators in the scalar case, as the matrix case developed in 
Section 3 differs only in technical details and attention to order of matrix factors. 
In a sequence of papers on generalized differential equations [1,4,5], Reid unified certain aspects 
of differential equations and difference equations. His initial paper references an earlier approach 
of Feller. Reid felt that he had succeeded in including these two subjects in a general theory. He 
remarked in [4] that 
For the author the relationship between differential and difference equations remained 
in the domain of analogy, however, until his study of generalized differential systems 
in [I], and the realization that both were special instances of a general system, wherein 
for the self-adjoint case one has extensions of the classical Sturmian theory. 
Based on Reid’s remarks, one might be tempted to believe that the generalized case combines 
everything in one general theory. However, for second order self-adjoint difference equations of 
the form 
c, x,+1 + h-1 &z-l = b2 GL, (1) 
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subsequent studies [2,6] require only c, # 0, whereas Reid’s generalized theory yields Sturmian 
theory only for the case of positive c,,. 
Let us suppose that m(t) and p(t) are real valued functions defined on an interval [a, b]. Assume 
that m(t) and p(t) are right continuous and of bounded variation on [a, b]. Also, assume that 
p(t) is positive and l/p is locally integrable. 
Reid’s generalized differential equation [l, equations (2.1), (2.2)] is equivalent to the equation 
x(t) = x(u) +?J(a> e-4 [lt $1 + I’ $) Jn’44 dm(7) ds. 
Observe that the measure m(t) could be changed by adding an arbitrary constant without af- 
fecting this equation. If we adjust m(t) so that m(a) = 0, then the associated Riccati equation 
of Reid [l] is 
T(t) = r(u) + m(t) - 
I 
t r2(s) ds 
a PO’ 
These equations are related by the logarithmic derivative relationship 
(3) 
T(t) = p(t) x’(t) 
z(t) . 
If m(t) and p(t) are piecewise constant, then Reid’s equation (2) will be shown to yield the 
equation 
which expands to 
- A(%-iAz(t,-1)) + a, z(tn) = 0, (5) 
c, z(t,+1) + &z-l z(tn-1) = ha z(L) 
with 
bn=cn+cn-1+un. 
If one sets yn = z(tn), then one could rewrite (6) in the notation [7] 
- A (+I Ayn-I) + unyn = 0. 
Variable step sizes can be reintroduced in the latter by setting 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Yn = 4&z), 
k(tn-1) 
cn-l = xi7 an = d&d Aha, 
which yields the equation 
- &A k(tn-1) A4t,--1) 
At,-, 1 
+ g(L) u(L) = 0. 
n 
(10) 
This equation is a modification of the discrete equation studied by Harris [8]. Hence, equation (8) 
is no less general than the variable step equation but is cleaner to study. 
A discrete version of (3) will be shown below to be of the form 
r,+1 = %z + 
GI-1 r, 
T, + Gz-1 
(11) 
This is the form studied by Ahlbrandt and Hooker [2,9]. Erbe and Chen [lO,ll] studied a 
scalar Riccati difference equation that turns out to be equivalent to (11). Hooker, Kwong, and 
Patula [12] investigated three scalar Riccati difference equations that were different from (>T). 
Since several variations of scalar Riccati difference equations have appeared in the literature, it 
is interesting to see that equation (11) is the form that falls out when (3) is discretized. It is 
also of interest that the matrix version of this equation is also natural from both an applications 
standpoint [3], f rom discrete variational theory [8], and from discrete Hamiltonian systems [13]. 
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Peterson and Ftidenhour (141 wrote this Riccati recurrence as a difference equation 
n 
Ar,, =a, - ” . 
TR + G-1 
(12) 
If the coefficients a,, and c, are redefined as in (9) and we set r, = zu(&), then (12) yields the 
equation 
Aw (k) 
- = S(L) - 
(W(L))2 
A& w(tn) At, + k(t,p1) At,/At,_, ’ 
(13) 
If At, = h for all n and h + 0, then we obtain the usual continuous Rccati differential equation 
which is related to the linear second order differential equation 
- [k(t) u’(t)]’ + g(t) u(t) = 0, (15) 
by w(t) = k(t)u’(t)/u(t). 
In order to see that (10) goes to (15) for uniform step size h + 0, introduce a momentum 
variable of 
+ 
n 
) = k(MA%) 
At, . (16) 
Then the second order difference equation with k(tn) # 0 is equivalent to the linear Hamiltonian 
system [13, Section 4; 151 
A%-1) 1 
AL-1 
= - v(&_1) 
Wn-1) 
Avf;-1) =g&J I&(&). 
n 
If k(t) > 0 and the step size is uniform, say h, then Fort [16, Chapter 111 investigates the 
question of convergence of a solution of the difference system to a solution of the corresponding 
differential system ss h + 0. His Theorem 1, [16, p. 1641 is established by comparing successive 
approximations of the differential equation with solutions of the difference equation. 
2. REID’S ROUNDABOUT THEOREMS 
Reid’s 1956 Pacific Journal paper [17] gave what we have called a “Roundabout Theorem” for 
second order linear matrix differential equations. That is, Reid’s theorem [17-191 gave a number 
of conditions which are equivalent to a quadratic functional being positive definite. One of the 
equivalences is the existence of a symmetric solution of a matrix R.iccati differential equation. 
The essence of Reid’s 1959 paper [l] was to extend this theorem to the setting of “generalized” 
differential equations; namely, for a certain Riemann-Stieltjes integral equation. We start by 
presenting F&id’s “Roundabout Theorem” for that setting. 
Fkid (11 assumes the following hypotheses: for P(t) and M(t) real n x n matrix valued functions 
on [a,b], assume that P(t) is nonsingular with P(t) and P-‘(t) Lebesgue integrable on [a, b] and 
M(t) is of bounded variation on [a, b]. 
For our purposes we assume that M(t) and P(t) are piecewise constant, symmetric, right 
continuous, and that P(t) is nonsingular. 
Reid’s generalized vector differential system is equivalent to 
z(t) = z(a) + [s.’ P--‘(s) ds] P(a)d(a) + I’ P-‘(s) ~To-wr)l X(T) ds. (19) 
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Reid’s definition of conjugate points is equivalent to saying: two points tl and t2 of [a, b] are 
said to be conjugate if there exists a vector solution z(t) of (19) with z(tl) = 0 = z(t2) and 
z(t) $0 on [tl, tz]. Furthermore, he says that t2 is a conjugate point of tl of order k, if there are 
exactly Ic linearly independent solutions zj with zj(tl) = 0 = zj(t2). Reid called the system (19) 
nonoscillatory on a given interval, if no two points of the interval are conjugate. (The word 
disconjugate has now superseded this meaning of the term nonoscillatory.) 
Associated with (19) is the quadratic functional 
b 
4~1 = J bh'(t)lTW) v’(t) dt + I rlT(ww)) v(t)7 a a (20) 
on the class I’o[a, b] of a.c., n-vector functions q(t) such that J[Y,I] exists and ~(a) = 0 = q(b). 
We also make use of the matrix form of (19), namely 
X(t) = X(u) + [JRtpl(.)ds] P(a)X’(a) +/d’ p-‘(s)~T(dM(7))X(r)ds, (21) 
where X(t) is square matrix valued. We will call a solution X of this equation prepared if 
XT(t) P(t)X’(t) is symmetric at all points. (Since XT(t) P(t) X’(t) - (X’(t))TP(t) X(t) is con- 
stant, it suffices that XT(t) P(t) X’(t) be symmetric at one point.) 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that J[q] is positive definite on the C~ISS ITo [a, b] 
is that P(t) is positive definite a.e. on [a, b] together with one of the following: 
(i) Equation (19) is nonoscillatory on [a, b]. 
(ii) If X,(t) is any solution of (21) with Xl(a) = 0 and Xi(a) nonsingular, then X,(t) is 
nonsingular on (a, b]. 
(iii) If X2(t) is any solution of (21) with X2(b) = 0 and X.$(b) nonsingular, then X2(t) is 
nonsingular on [a, b). 
(iv) There exists a prepared matrix solution X(t) of (‘21) with X(t) nonsingular on [a, b]. 
Reid [l] also has a fifth condition which relaxed (iv) to X(t) being a solution of the analogue 
of a differential inequality. Next, he showed that Condition (iv) had the Riccati equivalence: 
(iv') There exists a symmetric matrix valued function R(t), which is of bounded variation 
(in each component) on [a, b], for which there exists a constant matrix C such that 
s t R(t) - M(t) + R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds = C, on [a, b]. (22) a 
The connection between (iv) and (iv’) is 
P(t) X’(t) = R(t) X(t), a.e., on [a,b]. (23) 
Now, if the measure M(t) is adjusted so that M(a) = 0, then R of (22) is a solution of 
J 
t 
R(t) = R(a) + M(t) - R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds on [a,b]. (24) 
a 
This is what we call the generalized Riccati equation. 
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3. RICCATI EQUATIONS 
Various versions of discrete Riccati equations have been given [2,9,12,20,21]. It is of interest to 
know if any of these forms arise from the Reid’s generalized Riccati equation (24). In order to 
discretize the Riccati equation (24), we first discretize the linear equation (21). 
We introduce specific notation for P and M. Consider an interval of the form [a, b]. Choose 
points to, tl,. . . , t,, such that a = t-1 < to < ... < t, < .++ < t, = b. 
Suppose that A, and C, are given sequences of real symmetric matrices with C, nonsingular. 
Define M(t) to be a right continuous matrix step function such that 
M(t,) - M(t, - 0) = A,, with M(a) = 0, (25) 
and define P(t) by 
P(t) = G-l (tn - L-1) 7 for t E [i&l,&). 
We will now show that this discretization yields the matrix difference equation 
(26) 
- A(%I AX(t,-1)) + A, X(k) = 0, (27) 
which expands to 
G X(tn+l) + G-l X(L-1) = &x(&J, 
for 
B, = C, + C,_, + A,. 
This three term equation (28) can be written as 
(28) 
(29) 
GY,+l+C,-1Y,-1 =&Y, (30) 
upon relabeling by Y, = X(t,). We will show that (27) is a discrete version of (21) using essentially 
the argument of Mingarelli [22, pp. 12-161, for the scalar case. 
As in [22,23], we have incorporated the step length At,_, into the C,, coefficient. Note that, 
as in the scalar case, the form of (27) is no less general than the variable step size formulations 
of Harris [8] or Reid [l]. Atkinson [24, p. 3411 and Mingarelli [22, p. l] also assume coefficients 
are right continuous and of bounded variation. This means that (21) is defined for all values of 
t and X(t) has a right derivative for all values of t. Specifically, 
P(t) X’(t) = P(u) X’(a) + [’ [dM(7)1X(7), 
Ja L J 
where X’(t) is interpreted as a right, derivative. 
When comparing with Reid’s paper [l], note that we have made the following notational 
changes. Our coefficient P(t) is Reid’s R(z) and our solutions X(t) and R(t) correspond to 
Reid’s U(Z) and W(Z), respectively. We will later use W to denote solutions of the discrete 
matrix Riccati equation. 
We generate a solution X(t) by applying (21) from left to right on [a, b] and show that equa- 
tion (21) reduces to (27) when M(t) and P(t) are defined as in (25) and (26), respectively. If 
t E [a,to), then dM(7) = 0 and (31) gives P(t)X’(t) E P(a)X’(a) on [a,to). Since P(t) is con- 
stant and nonsingular for t E [a, to) we know that X’(t) is the constant X’(a) on [a, to). Since X 
is continuous, we have X’(u) = [X(h) - X(a)]/(to - a) and 
P(t) X’(t) E C-1 (to - a) . ‘“‘~~~ I :(‘)’ = C-1 . [X(to> - x(a)], 
on [a, to). We now show the corresponding result on a typical interval, namely; 
p(t) x’(t) = G-l[X(L) - X(L-l)] on [L-l,hJ. 
(32) 
(33) 
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To this end, let t E [t--r, t,,). Then equation (31) gives 
P(t) X(t) = P(a) X’(a) + /t--l [M(r)] X(T) + lt_ 
a n 1 
[M(7)] X(7). 
However, M(T) being constant on [&_I, t,,) yields 
P(t) x’(t) = P&_1) X’(tn_l) + 0, on [L-l, tn). 
By (26), P(t) 3 P(t,,‘_l) for t E [tn-1, tn). Therefore, (35) implies that 
(34) 
(35) 
w> = x’(tn-1) = x(&3) - WLl) t t _ 1 t E Llr k). 
n- n 1 
This fact, together with (26) and (35), implies that 
P(t) x’(t) = C,_l@, - &-I) - 
-%a> - x(L.1) 
(tn - tn-1) ’ 
(36) 
(37) 
for t E [tn_l, tn) which establishes (33). Now we go to the next hrterval, namely, we consider 
t E [tn, &+I). For such t, equation (31) and the definition of M (25) imply 
P(t) X’(t) = P(a) X’(a) + 1 t”-“W~~~l -UT) + ~f_old~W’W 
t = P(t* - 0) x’(t, - 0) -I- 
J 
VM(T)l xcr, 
= C,_l(X(tn) - X(t,-1)) qLqt, + 0) - M(L - 0)) X(h) 
and thus, 
P(t) X’(t) = Cn-1(X(L) - X(tn--1)) + An x(&d, on [tn,tn+d. (38) 
But, equation (33) reinterpreted on [t,, t,+l) gives 
P(t) X’(t) = Gpwn+l) - Wtn)] on [tn, t,+l). (39) 
Comparison of the above two equations gives the formally self-adjoint linear equation (27), i.e., 
- A(C,_IAX(t,_r)) + A, X(L) = 0. (40) 
The solution X(t) is the “polygonal path” obtained by piecewise linear interpolants between the 
points (t, , X( tn)) ; namely, 
X(t) = X(k) (t++r’_L) + X(&+r) (,“,74”,) , on LL+d. (41) 
For the generalized Fkiccati equation the discrete analogue of (24) turns out to be the Riccati 
matrix difference equation 
W n+l = Wn(Wn + C,p# C,-I + A,. (42) 
We show this derivation next. Let M(t) and P(t) be defined as above in (25) and (26). We know 
from Reid that R(t) and X(t) are related by (23); hence, 
R(t) = P(t) X’(t) x-‘(t). (43) 
Thus, by (33), 
qtn-1) = cn-1 [X(L) - X&-l)] x-‘(t?a-I). (4) 
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We make the definition 
IV, = @t,_1). (45) 
Initially, we restrict ourselves to the interval [a, to). From (24), we have 
R(tc) = R(a) + M(te) - I’” R(s) P-l(s) R(s) ds. (46) 
Since R(ts) = Wi, R(a) = IV 0, and M(to) = M(te)-0 = M(te)-M(a) = M(ts)-M(to-0) = A,-,, 
equation (46) yields 
J 
to WI =Wo+Ao- R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds. (47) 
Thus, (47) will reduce to (42) with n = 0, if wi can show 
J 
to 
wo - R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds = Wo(Wo + C-&l c_1. 
Q 
(48) 
From the polynomial path representation of X(t) in (41) and from equations (43) and (33), we 
have 
J 
to R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds = 
a J to P(s)X’(s) X-‘(s) P-‘(s)P(s) X’(s) X-‘(s) ds Oto = J C-1 (X(&J) - X(a)) X-‘(s) X’(s) X-‘(s) ds 
= i-1 (x(to) -x(a)) J”” [-x-l(s)]’ ds 
= c-1 (X(to) - X(a)) [ax-ys)p 
= c-1 (X(to) - X(a)) [x-l(a) - aX-‘(to)] . 
Use of (44) and (45) gives 
J 
to wo - R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds = C-1 [X(h) - X(u)] X-‘(to). (4% 
a
Equation (49) will verify (48), if we can show that 
wo [Wo + C_Jl c-1 = c-1 [X(b)) - X(u)] x-yt,>. 
Using (44) and (45) again gives 
(50) 
c-1 [X@o) - X(a)] x-l(to) = c-1 [X(to) - X(u)] x-‘(u) X(u) x-y&J) = wo X(u) x-l@)) 
= wo [x(t,) x-‘(a)] -l = w, [c-_l’ wo + I] -l 
= wo [cl WI + c:,l CJ’ = wo [Wo + c-p c-1. 
Thus, (50) and (48) are correct, which means that (24) at to gives (42) for n = 0. 
For an arbitrary interval [tn_-l, tn), we proceed in a similar fashion. From equations (24) 
and (45), we have t, 
W n+l = %z) = R(a) + M(L) - J R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds 
= R(u) + M(tn_1) - f-1li;s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds 
J 
tn 
+ M(L) - M(hL-1) - R(s) P-l(s) R(s) ds 
L-1 t, = R(t,_l) + AI- kf(tn - 0) -J R(s) P-‘(s  R(s) ds. L-l 
(51) 
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Therefore, 
t, 
W n+l = Wn + An - 
s 
R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds. 
h-1 
As before, (52) will reduce to (42), if we can show that 
s 
L 
w?I - R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds = Wn(Wn + CnJ1 C&I. 
h-1 
Using (43) and (33), and arguing along the lines following (48), we have 
I 
L 
J 
tn 
R(s) P-‘(s) R(s) ds = P(s) X’(s) X-‘(s) X’(s) X-‘(s) ds 
t,-1 h-1 
tn 
= 
J 
G-1 [X(L) - X(t,_r)] X-‘(s) X’(s) X-‘(s) ds 
= ;:I: (X(&J - X(t,_,)) J” [-X-1(~)]’ ds 
= C,_l (X(&J - X(&-l)) [JS(t,-l) - X-l@,)] . 
From (54), (44), and (45), we have 
J 
&I 
wn - R(s) P-‘(s) R(s)ds = C,_I (X(t,) - X(t,_l)) X-‘(t,). 
h-1 
Thus, equation (53) will be verified, if we can show 
G-1 (X(L) - X(LI)) x-‘(L) = w, (W, + cn_r>-r G-1. 
We do this next. Specifically, (44) and (45) imply 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
G-1 (X(L) - X(Ll)> x-1(kz) = G-1 (X(L) - X(t,-1)) x-‘(L-l) X(L-1) x-l(k) 
= w, [X&)X_‘(t,_1)] -l = w, [c;:l w, + I] -l 
= w, [c;J1 w, + c;:1 C,_l] -I = w, (W, f c,_1>-l c&&-l. 
This establishes (56) and thus, (53), which means that Reid’s generalized Riccati equation (24) 
does imply the discrete form (42). 
4. DISCRETE ROUNDABOUT THEOREMS 
We now compare the discrete Roundabout Theorem obtained as a special case of Reid’s gen- 
eralized theory with the results of Ahlbrandt and Hooker [2]; see also, [6,13,14]. As above, let M 
and P be as in (25) and (26). Al so, let [a, b] be a fixed partition a = t-1 < to < . . . < t, = b. 
The vector version of (27) is 
- A (C,_r Az(t,_,)) + A, x:(L) = 0. 
We assume A, and C, are symmetric with C, nonsingular. 
Define a quadratic functional Q[v] by 
(57) 
Q[d = 2 @&.-d)T G-I Adtn-1) + vT(tn) And&d, (58) 
n=O 
on the class flo[a, b] of vector sequences v(t,) with v(t-1) = 0 = q(tm). Observe that if v(t) is 
the polygonal interpolant connecting the points (tn, q(t,)), then J[n] reduces to Q[q]. Thus, J[v] 
with domain I’s[a, b] is an extension of Q[q] with domain fis[a, b]. 
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For integers p and q with p < q, the intervals [tp, t,+l] and [t,,t,+~] are said to be conju- 
gate [14,25], if there exists a real vector solution z(&) of (57) having 
xT(tp) C, r(t,+1) I 0 and XT(&) C, x(&+1) I 0, (59) 
with z(t,+l) # 0 and cc(&) # 0. Equation (57) is called disconjugate on [a, b] if the interval [a, b] 
contains no conjugate intervals. 
A solution X(t,) of (27) is said to be prepared [2,6] if XT(tn)CnX(tn+l) is symmetric for one, 
and hence, each, t, in [a,b]. From [2,6,13], we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. [2,6,13] Assume that A, and C, are symmetric with C, nonsingular. Let [u,b] 
be partitioned as a = t-1 < to < . . < t, = b with m > 1. Each of the following conditions is 
equivalent to the quadratic functional Q[q] being positive definite on flo[a, b]: 
(i) Equation (57) is d&conjugate on [a, b]. 
(ii) If Xl(&) is the solution of (27) with Xl(a) = 0, X,(to) = I, then 
mn) G Xl(tn+l) > 0, for n=O,l,..., m-l. 
(iii) If X2(t) is the solution of (27) with X2(b) = 0, Xz(t,_l) = I, then 
X;(L) G X2(b+1) > 0, for n=-1,O ,..., m-2. 
(iv) There exists a prepared matrix solution X(t) of (27) with 
XT(Gd G X(&-b+,) > 0, for n=-1,O ,..., m-l. 
(iv’) There exists a sequence of symmetric matrices IV, defined for n = 0,. . . , m + 1 with 
W,+C,_l > 0 for n = 0,. . . , m satisfying the matrix Riccati equation (42) for n = 0,. . . , m. 
Now we state and prove that Theorem 2 and the discrete case of Theorem 1 are equivalent 
under the stronger hypothesis that C, is positive definite. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose A,, and C, axe symmetric and C, is positive definite. Assume [a, b] is 
partitioned as in Theorem 2. Let M and P be defined by (25) and (26). Suppose that solutions 
X(t) of (21) and X(t,) of (27) are related by the piecewise linear interpolant (41) on [a, b]. Then, 
X(t) satisfies Part (iv) of Theorem 1 if and onJy if X(t,) satisfies Part (iv) of Theorem 2. Thus, 
corresponding Parts (i)-(iv), and (iv’) of Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent. Furthermore, J[q] is 
positive definite on I’o[a, b] if and only if Q[q] is positive definite on !&[a, b]. 
PROOF. Because of (39), solutions X(t) of (21) and X(t,) of (27), related by (41), have 
XT(k) P(k) x’(t) = XT(&) G [X(&+1) - X(&z)] (60) 
on kn, L+l). Thus, X(t) is a prepared matrix solution of (21) if and only if XT(t,) C, X(t,+l) is 
symmetric, i.e., X(t,) is a prepared solution of (27). We show that Condition (iv) of Theorem 1 
is equivalent to Condition (iv) of Theorem 2. First, suppose X(t) is a prepared solution of (21) 
with X(t) nonsingular on [a, b]. Define a function F(t) on [a, b] by 
F(t) = XT(L) G X(t), for t E [LL+ll. (61) 
Note that F(t) is nonsingular and (41) gives 
F(t) = F(k) e(t) + F(tn+l)(l - e(t)), on [L &+I]. 0-W 
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for e(t) = (t,+l - t)/(&+l - tn). Since F(tn) and F(&+l) are symmetric, F(t) is symmetric 
on [a, b]. Since C, is positive definite, we know that F(tn) is positive definite, and hence, has pos- 
itive eigenvalues. By nonsingularity F(t) has nonzero eigenvalues on [tn, &+I] and, by symmetry 
and continuity of F(t), each eigenvalue xi(t) of F(t) starts positive, is nonzero, continuous, and 
real on [tn, t,+l]. Hence, each eigenvalue is positive on [tn, t,+l]. Thus, F(t) is positive definite 
on [t n, t,+l] and F(t,+l) = XT(t,) C, X(t,+l) is positive definite for n = -1, 0,. . . , m - 1. We 
have now shown that (iv) of Theorem 1 implies (iv) of Theorem 2. Conversely, F(t,) and F(t,+l) 
positive definite imply that F(t) is positive definite, hence nonsingular, and X(t) is nonsingular 
on [a, b]. Consequently, Condition (iv) of Theorem 2 is equivalent to Condition (iv) of Theorem 1 
and Theorem 3 is established. 
We now show that Theorem 2 cannot be obtained from the discrete case of Theorem 1. 
First, note that Q[q] can be positive definite on 00 [a, b] without C, being positive definite. For 
example, one could choose C,, = (-l)n and B, = 3. Since Q[q] may be written as 
Q[rl] = 2 vT(tn) &v(L) - vT@n-d G-l v(L) - vT@n) G-I dtn-d, (63) 
n=O 
for v in ro[a, b], the matrix S associated with the quadratic form Q[v] (see [6, p. 971) is diagonally 
dominant with positive diagonal elements; hence, Q[v] is positive definite on Slo[a, b]. However, if 
J[q] were positive definite on the infinite dimensional class ro[a, b], then Theorem 1 would imply 
that all the C,, are positive definite. Thus, in this example, J[q] is not positive definite on l?o[a, b] 
but Q [q] is positive definite on 00 [a, b] .
Therefore, Theorem 2 is a result for difference equations which is not a consequence of Reid’s 
generalized theory. 
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